Rod Action
The action refers to how much a rod bends when you're casting or have a fish at the end of the
line. An extra fast action rod bends just at the tip. A fast action bends in the last quarter of the
rod. A moderate-fast action rod bends over the last third. A moderate action rod bends over the
last half. A slow action rod bends all the way into the handle. Fast action rods put more force
into your throw and give you longer casts. Softer action rods are more forgiving and have less
tendency to throw live bait from your hook.
Rod Power
The lure weights and line sizes that a rod can handle determine its power. Ultra-light rods are
designed for 2-6 pound line and lures weighing from 1/32-ounce to 1/4-ounce. Rods can handle
progressively heavier lures and line as their power increases from light to heavy.
All Around Rod Choice
A great choice for all-around fishing is a medium power, fast action rod for use with a spinning
reel. These reels have an open spool in the front and mount on the bottom of the rod. They are
the best choice for fishing situations where the line being used is 10 pounds or less in strength.
This kind of rod is supple enough to enjoy catching small bass and panfish, while beefy enough
to land a large channel catfish or a four-pound bass. Spinning gear is easy to use and allows you
to cast light lures a long way.
The fast action gives the rod enough heft to set the hook when fishing a plastic worm or jig for
bass, or setting the hook on a catfish.
Light Power, Fast Action
For bluegill, crappie and small trout, a light power, fast action spinning rod is a good choice. A
quality ultra-light rod also works for these fish, but many ultra-lights are too short and too
wimpy. A 4½-foot ultra-light rod with the backbone of a boiled noodle isn't worth the packaging
it came in for any species.
Medium Power, Medium Action
For larger bass, walleye and channel catfish, a medium power, moderate fast or fast action
baitcasting rod works well. Baitcasting reels mount on top of the rod. They are the best choice
for lines of 10 pound test or higher. They require much greater practice than spinning gear to use
effectively.
Moderate Fast Action
Choose the moderate fast action if you plan to fish leeches or minnows for walleye, or chicken
livers for channel cats. The slightly softer action usually helps prevent you from throwing off the

bait while casting. If you plan to jig and worm fish for largemouth bass and occasionally fish for
the other species, choose a fast action, medium power rod.
Heavy Action
Get a medium heavy or heavy power baitcasting rod with a fast action for striped bass,
muskellunge, flathead catfish and blue catfish. This set-up is also good for flipping or pitching
jigs for largemouth bass. Choose a moderate or slow action rod with a medium-heavy or heavy
power rating if you plan to use live bait. Again, the softer action protects against throwing the
bait off the hook on the cast. These rods possess enough strength to land these fish, but they can
also handle the heavy lures and strong line needed.

